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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. So a nice Tibetan greeting to you as we approach the Tibetan New Year, also called Losar.
It’s roughly the same as the Chinese New Year but the traditional timing is the New Moon after
Chinese New Year. Male earth dog, loyal energy, strong earth-grounding presence which is needed
because right now we are having some very unstable kind of wobble energy for a couple of
reasons.
One is Spring Equinox is approaching and I do also want to mention St Patrick’s Day. Saturday that
New Moon potency is quite strong. We also have Mercury in our storm getting ready to go
retrograde so I anticipate a lot of confusion, accidents, miscommunications, silly things like you

mean to shut the door and you accidentally close it on your finger or something. Little, little things
so it’s time to slow down, pay close attention to all your body parts at any given time, specially
when chopping vegetables or working with machinery, etc. Just sort of slow down, back up over
communication, just say “I’m not sure I heard that correctly. Could you repeat it?” Make sure the
details are in place because there is a lot of solar wind hitting. Literally the earth kind of cracks
apart, the brain mimics the skull and the brain starts mimicking what is going on with the earth, so
maybe headaches or vision problems or spinal alignments needed, that sort of thing.
All these are temporary of course, but you don’t want to turn the jumbled energy into something
that requires some work on the other end. So just take it easy and stay safe and as always, thank
you and my love to you.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
Terri is a workshop leader, holistic consultant, public speaker, radio and TV guest.
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